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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to offer a unified account of ya.1 It is one of the most prolific forms in Spanish and serves a
variety of seemingly unrelated functions. It developed from the Latin temporal adverb iam ‘now, then’, typically used as
phasal/scalar particle (Auwera, 1998:33). The association of this evaluating temporal form with aspectual and modal
meanings goes back to the earliest Latin texts. Kroon and Risselada (2002:69) propose to account for the various uses of iam
in terms of a restricted formof polysemy, regulated by the variable combination of three features, viz., polarity, phasality and
counterpresuppositional focality. This composite approach incorporates the pragmatic orientation developed by Garrido
Medina (1992) for adverbs of change, such as English already, Dutch al, German schon, and Spanish ya. According to his
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A B S T R A C T

In contrast with previous analyses where ya has been disjunctively characterized as a

temporal adverb, an aspectual and a discourse marker this paper offers a unified account

as a complex grounding predication (Langacker, 1987, 1991a,b, 2000, 2004) that anchors

the event with respect to the time of speech subsuming the evolutionary momentum of

the event to bemapped against cultural frames. Unlike deicticmarkers, ya does not situate

events, relations, entities or attributes by projecting them onto an objective socio-physical

or temporal axis. It rather gives them a dynamic orientation by mapping them onto a

programmatic base, often a cyclic one. Ya validates future or past events as most

prominent for the time of speech as compared to surrounding ones that may be part of a

larger action or an event chain. Ya is therefore best analyzed as a meta-linguistic focus

marker that influences the conceptualization of the underlying base: it acknowledges

progression within a process conceived of as globally oriented. In oral speech, ya is

typically used to frame perception and propositional attitude predicates. In written

language, it contributes to the framing of discourse structure at various levels of

organization, especially when it comes to reflect the intertwining of parallel scenarios. The

subjective perspective manifested by ya primarily relates to the course of time – the

universal programmatic base par excellence – however, it also expresses more

sophisticated time managing capacities and the specific mental ability of bridging gaps

in linguistic representation.
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definition, the transition to a new stage (phasal use) takes place earlier thanwas somehow expected, or the point reached on
a relevant scale (scalar use) is higher than expected. In the same vein, Bazzanella et al. (2005) analyze how the forms derived
form iam are used nowadays in the Romance languages. Distinguishing between temporal, aspectual and modal uses, these
authors observe a cline between, at one extreme Rumanian deja, with only temporal uses, at an intermediary position
standard Italian già and French déjà, with essentially temporal and aspectual values, and at the other extreme Sardinian già
(and its variants jà, giai, gei), Portuguese já, and Spanish ya, with typically assertive modal uses said to focus on a change,
occurring in contrast with a previous situation and/or with current expectations (Bazzanella et al., 2005:72 ff.).

The scope of the present study is restricted to modern Spanish ya. While the existing studies duly point to a wide array of
discourse effects, in our view they do not adequately account for the flexible secondmeaning level that the actual uses of ya
introduce in contextualized utterances. We will therefore argue for a conceptual semantic approach drawing on the notions
of grounding, programmatic base and evolutionary momentum. In line with Delbecque (2006), we will show that it is
possible to encompass the variety of discourse effects ya is susceptible of producing by turning to a cognitive grammar
approach in terms of grounding and conceptual framing. In the future, we hope that our contribution will also be profitable
for further typological, comparative and diachronic queries.

In grammars, textbooks and dictionaries (Seco, 1972; Alcina Franch and Blecua, 1975; Butt and Benjamin, 2004; DRAE,
2005; DUE, 1996), it is common practice to categorize ya as an adverb of time. This is problematic, however, as can be seen
from the fact that it often resists a strictly temporal translation, e.g. (1) and (2):

1 Ya nos vamos

Yet CLIT-1PL go-PRES-1PL

‘We are leaving (now)’ / ‘We are about to leave’

2 Ya terminé
Yet finished-1SG

‘I have already finished’ / ‘I have quite finished’

The range of meanings conveyed by ya renders its translation rather insecure. In English, it alternately translates as e.g.
‘already’, ‘yet’, ‘now’, ‘yeah’, ‘soon’, or nothingwhen none of the available temporal and aspectual markers seems sufficiently
appropriate. In simple colloquial utterances, ya underscores the boundaries of some event, be it the beginning (1) or the end
(2), as pertaining to the moment of speech. What makes ya peculiar is its ability to depict a wide range of projective values
while keeping the viewpoint of the very speech event. In (3) ya identifies an imminent event as if it were ‘already’
materializing in the here-and-now. In (4) ya makes us envisage evolving events as ‘already’ concluded. We will argue that
these effects obtain by virtue of the specific stage-monitoring capacity of ya, which as a predication anchors the event to the
speech event and triggers the activation of frames, understood as pre-established scripts or programs. In example (5), the
medical expert extends the scope of his prediction beyond the expected symptoms (nerves, fury) to give sight on the overall-
process, including the final outcome (recovery). In (6), ya adds an extra dimension to sign-posting in ongoing discourse: the
very reassessment as well as the foregoing mention become thus linked to one another as two instantiations of one sole
purposeful plan.

3 Ya viene el tren

Yet comes the train

‘The train is (?already) arriving’ / ‘The train is about to come’ / ‘The train is there’

4 Ya pasó, ya está, ya pasó (Marías, 1998:280)
Yet passed-3SG, yet is-here, yet passed-3SG

‘It’s over (?now), it’s o.k, it’s over (?now)’

5 A veces, se mostrará nervioso o propenso a las rabietas, pero ya pasará. (Penella, 1995:173, after CREA)
Sometimes, REFL-3sg show-FUT-3sg nervous or inclined to the rages, but yet pass-FUT-3sg

‘Sometimes he will look nervous or prone to loose his temper, but it will soon be over’

6 el Convenio 169 se produce, como ya he dicho, antes de la sentencia. (Clavero, 1994:100, after CREA).

the Convenant 169 REFL-3sg produces, as yet have-1sg said, before of the sentence

‘Agreement 169 was produced, as I have already said, before the sentence’

Ya operates at a meta-discursive level. This becomes fully apparent in interactional speech. Examples such as (7) and (8)
illustrate that it would be reductionist to treat ya as a mere turn-taking marker and to analyze its anaphoric value only in
terms of topic continuity or topic change. These examples cannot be done awaywith, either, by qualifying them as idiomatic
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uses susceptible of expressing an array of attitudinal values oscillating between impatience, frustration or resignation, and
adherence, assent or confidence regarding the fulfillment of some expectations (cf. Butt and Benjamin, 2004:447; Santos Río,
2003:579, 660).Without ya, both lo sé ‘I know’ (7) and verás ‘you’ll see’ (8) are, indeed, also susceptible of triggering the same
kind of implicature, viz., there is no point in further bothering the speaker in (7) and the addressee should keep out of theway
of the addresser in (8). Ya enhances the effectiveness of the face-work dimension, viz., upgrading one’s own face in (7),
threatening that of the other in (8):

7 -Si no te cuidas esa herida se te puede infectar

If not REFL-2SG attends that wound REFL-3SG CLIT-2SG can infect

‘If you don’t take care of that bruise it can get infected’

-Ya lo sé
Yet it know-1SG

‘I do know that’

8

!

Ya verás, maldito. Si te agarro te mato!

Yet see-FUT-2SG, damned-guy. If CLIT-2SG catch CLIT-2SG kill

‘You will see, bastard. If I get you I kill you’

It should already be noticed that ya leaves undecidedwhether a state of affairs obtains (7) or an eventwill occur (8) earlier
than expected by the addressee, as an analysis in presuppositional terms would predict (cf. Garrido Medina, 1991, 1992).

In view of the diversity illustrated in examples (1)–(8) it is understandable that in current analyses ya is treated as if it had
developed independent homonymic uses. In one section of the actual reference grammar of Spanish, the Gramática
Descriptiva de la Lengua Española (Bosque and Demonte dir., 1999), for instance, ya figures among the adverbial quantifiers
(Kovacci, 1999:707). In the chapter on temporal subordination, it is taken to enhance the aspectual dimension already
present in the past tense and, more specifically, to underpin the perfective reading of the pluperfect (García Fernández,
1999:3181). And last but not least, it is also characterized as ‘‘meta-discursive conversational marker’’ (Martín Zorraquino
and Portolés Lázaro, 1999:4191). As so called ‘‘neuter’’ discourse organizer, it can simply indicate that the interlocutor’s
words have been registered and that the conversation can go on. However, it can also be interpreted as a sign of non-
cooperativity, lack of interest, irony, incredulity, irritation, etc. and yield the inference that ‘‘one does not want to say ‘yes’’’
(Martín Zorraquino and Portolés Lázaro, 1999:4192). Similarly, developing Garrido Medina’s presuppositional analysis in
terms of relevance theory, Erdely (2005:120) distinguishes what she considers its explicit ‘‘content as an adverb’’ (sic) from
those implied either by the predicate or by the context.

No matter how valuable, these separate descriptions at phrasal, sentential, and utterance level fail to uncover the
cognitive mechanism that ties the different interpretations together. The interaction of ya with the surrounding speech
elements and contextual factors, e.g. intonation, event structure, setting, discourse context, and idealized cognitive models
(ICMs),2 makes it admittedly difficult to sort out what its proper contribution boils down to. We nevertheless hypothesize
that there is a common denominator to the array of apparently quite different uses, and that the interaction of Cognitive
Grammar (CG) and Frame Semantics provides us with the right framework to account for its wide range of usage.

In our view, the numerous discourse effects can be accounted for in a unitary way provided two analytic layers are
distinguished. The first, semantic-conceptual layer hosts the core properties of the marker, and underlies the second layer at
which the framing function comes in to make ya operate at various levels of speech organization, licensing pragmatic
inferences that are in accordance with the chosen frame or script.

We consider the primary, underlying core property of ya to be the conceptual schema whereby an event is consistently
being calculated as amental projection from the speech event. This is to say that ya constitutes a GROUNDING PREDICATION
(GP) (Langacker, 1987, 1991a,b, 2000, 2004) that locates the event with respect to the speaker’s view at the moment of
speech. GPs allow the discourse participants to identify the specific instances of a type as determined by a particular context.
They pinpoint a specific entity located in a set of circumstances that speaker and hearer recognize. For example, while the
noun apple refers to a type of thing of which there are a lot of possible instances, the nominal the apple designates a sample, a
specific instance identified by speaker and hearer in a particular setting and speech situation (Langacker, 1991a; Epstein,
2001).

Grounding predications anchor the event to the speech act participants, the speech event and its circumstances. GPs are
schematic, they have an epistemic base and are highly grammaticized. As such GPs cannot be profiled and/or predicated.
Timemarkers such as English -ed andwill, e.g. which anchor the event to some time frame, cannot be predicated upon (*-ed/
will is very interesting). Conversely, a GP profiles and/or predicates another element.

To the extent that ya anchors the event with respect to speaker and hearer it involves an important degree of subjectivity
(Langacker, 1991a,b, 2000). An event filtered by yawill never be presented in an objective manner, without appealing to the

2 An ICM is a concept (or cluster of related concepts) that define our knowledge of a category. More precisely, ICMs are complex gestalts which

incorporate four kinds of structuring principles: propositional structure, image-schematic structure, metaphoric mappings and metonymic mappings.
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speaker-hearer expectations regarding the event’s occurrence. Some GPs anchor whole events with respect to the time of
speech, e.g. ayer ‘yesterday’, entonces ‘then’. The specificity of ya as GP is that it introduces a dynamicity that does not only
affect the profiled element but also the frame in the base, i.e. the contextual information fromwhich such element is profiles
(Langacker, 2003).3 By contributing to a progressive view of the base, ya automatically calls for a programmatic frame
interpretation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets the basic patterns from which most meanings of ya develop. The
entailments triggered by the dynamic view of ya for discourse organization will be spelled out in sections 3 and 4. While
section 3 focuses on text organization, intertextuality, text typology andmeta-discursive functions of ya, section 4 develops
further issues regarding the anchoring of frames in discourse and dialogic interactions. Finally, section 5 offers the
conclusions and conceptual consequences of considering ya a grounding predication.

2. Basic patterns

Grounding predications involve anchoring the referred event with respect to the speech situation. The complexities
involved in this process extend from basic location of an event in current discourse to general cultural patterns operating at
meta-discursive levels which deserve to be treated in their own right. These are presented in three subsections that progress
from the main grounding function (section 2.1), to the need of considering the way the conceptualizer mentally scans the
unfolding of events as characterized by Langacker’s (2000) notion of evolutionary momentum (section 2.2) and finally, to the
emergence of conceptual frames that develop from the ongoing entrenchment of events and schemas becoming cultural
routines (section 2.3).

2.1. Grounding as actualization

The necessary inclusion of the speech event suggests that ya is also a subjectivity marker (Langacker, 1991a,b, 2000), as
the event is consistently calculated from the speaker’s viewpoint at the time of speaking.While an objective construal leaves
the conceptualizer in the offstage region of an event, a subjective one incorporates the conceptualizer’s viewpoint in
different degrees of centrality. Via ya the event is represented from the viewpoint of the speaker – and under specific
circumstances that of the hearer – whose expectations anchor the potential occurrence of the event. Like determiners, tense
markers and other GPs, ya incorporates the speaker’s viewpoint in the base without ever profiling it in the core of the event.4

Although ya is similar to an adverbial temporal marker in that it locates the event with respect to the speech event, as in (1)
Ya nos vamos ‘We are leaving now’, it does not have the typical properties of deictic adverbs. Unlike the latter, ya cannot be
topicalized bymeans of a predicative phrase, as is shown in (9a), and it cannot be thematized bymeans of focalmarkers such
as sólo ‘only’,mismo ‘same’ or precisamente ‘precisely’, as illustrated in (9b). This suggests that ya is itself a focalizer, be it of a
particular sort.

9 a. Fue {entonces / *ya} cuando vimos la película
Was-3SG {then / *already} when saw-1PL the movie

‘It was {then / *already} that we saw the movie’

b. Precisamente {ayer / *ya} no estaba en casa

Precisely {yesterday / *already} not was-3SG in home

‘Precisely {yesterday / *already} she was not at home’

In the sameway as determiners and demonstratives anchor nominal forms in current discourse, ya anchors a whole event in
discourse space. To be more precise, ya validates an event with respect to the circumstances of a specific situation as it is
being approached by the speaker in the speech event.

As a grounding predication ya locates the event in the time of speaking. It confers a punctual meaning. More than looking
at the development of the event, it evaluates its beginning or its conclusionwith respect to the verymoment of speech. In its
most schematic representation some portion of the event coincides with the time of speaking, as in (10a, b):

10 a. Ya salen los alumnos

Yet come-out-3PL the students

‘The students are coming out (now)’

b. Ya estoy listo

Yet am ready

3 In CG every event involves an element being profiled (the figure or trajector) and some contextual information (the base). The base includes the hearer,

the speaker and the social, physical, and emotional circumstances that constitute the event as a whole. In every predication the figure is selected from the

base to be made most prominent.
4 In CG terms, the conceptualizer is in the maximal scope, but can never be incorporated in the immediate scope of the predication.
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‘I am ready (now)’

The speaker’s expectations may but need not include those of the hearer. (10a) may be uttered by an impatient mother
waiting for her child to come out of school as the first student shows up without addressing any hearer. The import of ya in
these examples is represented in Fig. 1. To simplify matters we only signal the point where the event or state coincides with
the time of speech, neither the beginning nor the end of the event are specified.

The schema shows the coincidence between some part of the event and the time of speech. In most cases, however, such
coincidence is conceptualized independently of any verifiable state of affairs. This means that the marker takes on a
projective value. Before dwelling on the grounding mechanisms this implies, we should point out that the deictic center can
be displayed by mental space markers (Fauconnier, 1985). In (11), e.g. the whole event is located at an alternative temporal
space, viz., 1985.

11 En 1985 Juan ya vivía en San Diego

In 1985 Juan yet lived in San Diego

‘In 1985 Juan already lived in San Diego’

Grounding the event in 1985 is of course understood to be relevant to the time of speech. Besides, ya signals that the
coincidence between the event and the grounding point or space is congruent with a frame meaningful for the speaker. The
representation of the displaced deictic center corresponding to 1985 applies regardless of the presence of ya. What is crucial
is that ya imposes a subjective perspective the nature of which we will be able to spell out after presenting the other basic
patterns.5

For now, it should be clear that (11) can, though need not, imply that Juan is still living in San Diego at the moment of
speech. Ya links the evoked situation to a canvas that is being stage-monitored by the speaker. The referential
indeterminacy is not limited to past events. It extends to events expressed in the present tense. Indeed, Fig. 1 reflects but one
of the possible readings of (10a, b), viz., that of coincidence between what one is saying and what one can see happening
at themoment of speech. Often, however, one states the occurrence of an eventwithout there being any tangible evidence for
it. The hearer has to take the speaker’s word for something that may be occurring elsewhere or that is simply being
anticipated.

More often than not, ya indeed appearswhen there is amismatch between the deictic center and the event. Thismakes ya
have a consistent projective value. Combinedwith a verb in present tense ya can signal events that will take place in the near
future. The use of the present tensemarker with a futuremeaning is well known:Mi avión sale a las cinco ‘My airplane leaves
at five’. Whether it is to anticipate the conclusion (12a) or the beginning (13a) of an event, the least ya does is present the
change-of-state as about to happen. The paraphrases given in (12b) and (13b), however, are but rough approximations of its
meaning:

12 a. Ya termino ‘I am about to finish’

b. Termino en dos minutos ‘I will finish in two minutes’

13 a. Espérame, ya salgo ‘Wait for me I will soon be out’

b. Espérame, salgo pronto ‘Wait for me I will soon be out’

Since ya appeals to an underlying knowledge base (section 2.2), it warrants a mental accessibility that en dos minutos ‘in two
minutes’ and pronto ‘soon’ cannot guarantee. Ya not only anticipates a future event, it provides an instruction to the hearer to
incorporate the event in the deictic center in such a way that s/he sees the incoming event as factual, as virtually real. Fig. 2
reflects this double linkage: the dotted tilted arrow represents mental access to a future event (the square in solid line),

[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]

Fig. 1. Correspondence between event and time of speech.

5 We must clarify that being meaningful does not imply that the event must run counter-to-normal-expectations, as some events anchored by ya are

actually predicted to happen given their observable evolution. In (11) for instance, the event may verywell be expected, since nothing prevents Juan’s living

in San Diego to be seen as an expected upper step in the ladder of his illustrious career.
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which then brings it virtually (the dotted rectangle) to the time of speech (the dashed rectangle), thus validating it as
currently real.

The fact that ya links the event to the time of speech has two obvious consequences: (i) the profiled meaning is always
punctual and (ii) it can never be generic. Thus we can say (14a) as a change anticipated at the time of speech. However,
general tendencies not grounded in the speech event are ruled out, as can be observed in (14b and c):

14 a. Ya oscurece

Yet obscures

‘It’s getting dark’

b. *En verano ya oscurece más tarde que en invierno

In summer (*yet) darkens more late than in winter

Lit.: ‘In Summer (it) yet darkens later than in Winter’

c. *En invierno ya oscurece antes que en verano

In winter (*yet) darkens before than in summer

Lit.: ‘In Winter (it) yet darkens earlier than in Summer’.

The difference between the previous examples and events coded in future tense is one of subjective distance:

15 a. Terminaré
Finish-FUT-1SG

‘I will finish’

b. Ya terminaré
Yet finish-FUT-1SG

‘I will soon finish’

The future marking on the verb makes the event more distant from the time of speech. Hence, it may seem less natural to
impose the factual validation of the event as real, as ya is deemed to do. It is therefore all the more noteworthy that the
anticipation effect still obtains. Without ya (15a), the time at which the event will be finished is left open; this
unboundedness may inferentially be interpreted in terms of uncertainty and remoteness. In contrast, ya induces the
conviction that there can be no doubt about the realization of the event and, what is more, that it is proximal to the time of
speaking (15b).

The projective value of ya is not limited to future events. Actualization extends to past events: ya also brings an event
expressed in preterit tense within the realm of current time, as in (16).

16 Ya terminé
Yet finished-1SG

‘I am done’

Example (16) has two readings. In the first reading, the resultant state matches the time of speech; this corresponds to the
representation given in Fig. 1. Further on (in sections 2.2 and 2.3) we turn to the conceptual mechanisms by virtue of which
statement (17) cannot be deemed vacuous even with this seemingly trivial reading. The second interpretation is the
projective one: it is not the case that I have actually finished what I was doing but I make it look like I am totally convinced

[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]

Fig. 2. Validation of future events at the time of speech.

[(Fig._3)TD$FIG]

Fig. 3. Validation of previous events at the time of speech.
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that I am close enough to anticipate its conclusion so as to include it in my current ground as if it were behind me. This
projective view corresponds to the representation in Fig. 3 wheremental access (the dotted arrow) goes back in time to seek
an event (the solid rectangle) that is brought into the time of enunciation (the dotted rectangle) to be validated in the time of
speech (the dashed rectangle), in other words, ya makes it be seen as virtually real.

The following dialogue corroborates the would-be validation by speaker A of the event at the time of enunciation:

17 A -Ya terminé
Yet finished-1SG

‘I am done’

B -No, no has terminado

No, no have-2SG finished

‘No, you have not finished’

A - Bueno, termino en un segundo.

Alright, finish-PRES-1SG in a second

‘Alright, I will be done in a second’

Whether the addresser is being timely truthful or not, ya does not inform on the expectation (s)he possibly assumes the
addressee to be holding as to the endpoint of the accomplishment. If any, the assumption can go either way: that the work
would be finished later as well as earlier.Which inference ismost likely depends on the context. The same caution is in order
for the previous examples: whatever the temporal incidence – present (10), past (11), near (12a, 13a) or more distant future
(15b) – the additional linkage is not to be situated on the ground-level of the intersubjective addresser-addressee space, but
on that of the mapping onto underlying cultural frames.

2.2. Evolutionary momentum

Our analysis suggests that ya activates a projective schema that relies on the notion of evolutionary momentum. This
notion highlights the role of the speaker in constructing a dynamic view of reality in such a way that the evolution of events
in time becomes a sui generis object of conceptualization (Langacker, 1991a:274). In order to account for the conceptual
construction of an event Langacker proposes the dynamic evolutionary model, an idealized complex model incorporating
other submodels that embody fundamental aspects of howwe think about theworld. One of its components is the structured
world model which holds that the world is structured in a particular way such that some events and situations are possible
while others are unlikely to take place. A second component is the elaborated epistemic model pertaining to the evolution of
reality and the fact that only a limited part of reality is known to a given conceptualizer. Inspired in Goldsmith and
Woisetschleager’s (1982) distinction between ‘‘structural’’ and ‘‘phenomenal’’ knowledge, themodel incorporates the force-
dynamic interaction between the world structure and what happens in it.

Some events and situations coinciding with the world structure are inherently bound to occur whenever the appropriate
circumstances arise unless there is some resisting force blocking the occurrence of such event. It goes without saying that
events not coinciding with the world structure will have little or no chance to take place. Present reality is the particular
configuration of entities in the world at a given the moment. ‘‘Reality’’ in its broader sense is the history of what has
happened in the world. We assume that reality never holds still. It evolves through time towards the future ‘‘as each
instantiation of present reality gives rise to the next and thus becomes part of the past’’ (Langacker, 1991a:276). This
evolution exhibits a kind of organic continuity where one instantiation inherits most of its organization from the previous
one. Thus different evolutionary paths are created as they exhibit enough coherent continuity between subevents.

‘‘The term ‘‘evolutionarymomentum’’ refers to this tendency for reality, having evolved to its present state, to continue its
evolution along certain paths in preference to others’’ (Langacker, 1991a:277). The evolutionarymodel is presented in Fig. 4.[(Fig._4)TD$FIG]

Fig. 4. The dynamic evolutionary model, after Langacker (1991a:277).
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Reality is represented as a cylinder which grows along a temporal axis. C is the conceptualizer located at the time of speech.
The dashed double arrow represents the reality’s evolutionary momentum which tends to carry such reality along future
paths and prevents it from following others.

When the (evolutionary)momentum is strong, the future course of reality can be projectedwith plenty of confidence. The
opposite case in which the momentum is weak predicts that events will be located in potential reality. Given this model,
modals find a natural account. The contrast betweenwill andmay is straightforward. She will quit constitutes an event to be
located in projected reality as there is a strongmomentum providing enough evidence to predict that the event of quitting is
bound to take place. She may quit, on the other hand, is a case of weak momentumwith not enough evidence to predict that
the event will take place, it thus belongs in potential reality.

Similarly, the notion of evolutionary momentum is a key determinant of the fundamental projective structure the particle
ya is endowed with. One relies on the information one has available about the event structure and the way things are
organized in the world in order to evaluate how close an action is to being completed (18a) or how soon some event is likely
to occur (18b):

18 a. Ya mero acabo

Yet just finish-PRES-1SG

‘I am about done’

b. Ya viene el tren

Yet comes the train

‘The train is about to come’

It is worth noting that the focalizermero ‘mere, just’ has a punctualmeaning (Nos vemos a las meras ocho ‘We’ll see each other
at eight o’clock sharp’) and takes on a proximal value when combined with ya, as in (18a). However, while ya can occur by
itself (19a), mero cannot (19b):

19 a. Ya acabo

Yet finish-PRES-1SG

‘I will soon finish’

b. *Mero acabo

We may conclude that the punctual reading is imposed by mero, while the projective value is encoded by ya. It is the
evolutionary momentum conveyed by ya what allows the speaker to predict the near conclusion of the event.

To announce a future event wemay use adverbial expressions like ahora mismo ‘right now’, enseguida ‘at once’; however,
these expressions are incompatible with ya in the same rhythmic group.6 The incompatibility may follow from the fact that,
while signaling proximity, ya operates at a different level than temporal adverbs. Deictic adverbials operate at clause level
depicting proximity in the objective scene, they lack a pragmatic value. In contrast, ya reflects proximity as seen from the
speaker’s viewpoint. The clash between these two views blocks the combination of the two kinds of proximal marker in the
same clause, as can be observed from (20c) and (20d):

20 a. Ya voy

Yet go-PRES-1SG

‘I’m coming’

b. Ahora mismo voy

Now self go-PRES-1SG

‘I am coming right away’

c. ?*Ya ahora mismo voy

Yet now self go-PRES-1SG

Intended reading: ‘I am coming right away now’

d. * Ya voy {enseguida / dentro de 5 minutos}

Yet go-PRES-1SG {immediately / within of 5 minutes}

Intended reading: ‘I am coming {now / in five minutes}’

It is not surprising that the evolutionary information conveyed by ya may yield collateral effects regarding the speaker’s
expectations vis-à-vis the depicted event.When, for instance, an object is not in its usual place, one can simply assess its loss,

6 Separated by a pause, these precisions cease to be interpreted as adjuncts. As disjunctive element, they are of course compatible with an utterance such

as ya voy.
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as in (21a); alternatively using ya, as in (21b), we highlight the discursive relevance of its disappearance as it evokes a
possible scenario the speaker may have been aware of, or one s/he suddenly realizes may be at stake, in which case the
implicature may be that the loss is perceived as shocking.

21 a. Se perdió el sobre

REFL lost-PRET-3SG the envelope

‘The envelope is lost’

b. Ya se perdió el sobre

Yet REFL lost-PRET-3SG the envelope

‘The envelope is now lost’

Similarly, in (22a), I simply report on some past result in neutral terms, without pretending to show any further epistemic or
emotivedimension;which isnot to say that,beyond theacknowledgmentofmyflaws, thehearer couldnot infer that Imust feel
disappointed. When using ya (22b), there is an additional layering in the message: I predict my bad score in the exam by
projecting the awarenessofmy insufficient performanceagainstwhat I knowof the standards asestablishedby theeducational
system:

22 a. Reprobé el examen

Flunked-PRET-1SG the exam

‘I flunked the exam’

b. Ya reprobé el examen

Yet flunked-PRET-1SG the exam

‘I flunked the exam now’

The mental calculus introduced by ya invites the interlocutor to approach the temporal development of an event from a
subjective perspective so that themismatch between verbal tense and real time becomesmeaningful. This way it is possible
to consider as finished an event whose completion may not even be foreseeable (23). Without ya, projection to the time of
speech of an event which is still to happen would be ruled out, given the resultative nature of the deictic verb estar ‘be-here/
now’.7 As for example (24), the absence of ya is acceptable since nos vemos is a formulaic expression used to say goodbye
before taking off or leaving some place. Yet, by using ya, one does not only mark the point of the departure but also adds a
projective meaning, thus signaling a high degree of volition to take action in such a way that the incoming happening of the
event is unquestionable. The event as coded by ya is part of themomentum of the predictable course of things and thus comes
to be seen as factual even though it escapes the dominion of control one has at the very moment of speech:

23 {Ya / *1} está
{Yet / *1} is-HERE/NOW-3SG

‘It is done’

24 {Ya /1} nos vemos

{Yet / *1} REFL-1PL see-PRES-1PL

‘We will soon see each other’

As we have already explained, with respect to future actions ya makes the future event be seen as factual and real by
virtue of the evolutionary momentum that determines it. Several approaches (Butt and Benjamin, 2004; Garrido Medina,
1991; Martín Zorraquino and Portolés Lázaro, 1999; Ocampo and Ocampo, 2000; Santos Río, 2003) claim that the meaning
conveyed by ya is one of promise or commitment. While it is true that this interpretation exists, it does not constitute a
separatemeaning of ya.We suggest that it is a particular implementation of the basic semantic schemawhich, given the right
set of circumstances, makes a future event be seen as virtually real. Notice that evenwithout ya an utterance like (25) already
constitutes a promise, whose time of accomplishment however remains undetermined. What ya does is link such a promise
to current reality even though the time of accomplishment remains undetermined. Yet, since the future event appears as
linked to current reality, the urgency for it to happen gets downgraded. Therefore, in our view, the use of ya does not
constitute a promise by itself, instead it suits formulas which bring home an expected future event, as (26) shows:

25 {Ya} me levantaré. (= a tiempo)

Yet REFL stand-up-FUT-1SG (implying ‘on time’)

‘I will leave bed soon enough’

7 On estar, see the analysis and the references in Delbecque (1997, 2000).
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26 -

?

Apenado? Ya pasará. (Bioy Casares, 1999:170)

Saddened? Yet pass-FUT-3SG

‘Sad? It will soon pass’

Themismatch between the time of the event and themoment of speech entails the conceptualizer’s mental displacement to
an alternate temporal space to make it of current validity. An event marked for past tense with ya does not denote a past
event but one that we wish to see already finished, as in (27):

27 No llore mi niña, ya pasó
Not cry-IMP my girl, yet passed-PRET-3SG

‘Don’t cry my baby, it is all over now’

Be it in eventsmarked for future (26) or for past tense (27), the effect of ya is tomake events that have not been accomplished
be seen as factual in current discourse. The pragmatic collateral effects of soothing, promising or threatening are thus
expected inferences that derive from the basic construal. In (26, 27) the event is not accomplished but the effect of evaluating
it as a past event diminishes the harm it imposes on the addressee.

The association with the past tense is particularly strong, since it imposes a retrospective view instead of a prospective
one. The speaker pretends to retrieve an event from some narrated discourse. As s/he projects the pragmatic perspective in
the past, s/he simulates that the event has already happened, thereby implying that there is nothing to be concerned about
but the ulterior development of the events. While ya está in (28b) makes a later event be seen as already having reached its
resultant state at the time of speech, ya pasó in (28a) and (28c) puts the event outside the scope of current discourse as if it
were already accomplished, totally finished and entirely overcome, so as to make it appear as something to leave behind.

28 Dura todo demasiado o no hay forma de acabar con nada, cada cosa concluida es abono para la siguiente o para otra
inesperada y lejana y quizá por eso nos fatigamos tanto, al sentir que la precaria solución de lasmadres no es verdad
enmodo alguno, ‘Ya (a) pasó, ya (b) está, ya (c) pasó’. Más bien nada pasa ni nada está ni nada pasa, y nada hay que
no sea como el lento relevo de luces que veo a veces desde mis ventanas mientras no me duermo o ya (d) estoy
despierto y miro hacia la plaza (. . .) (Marías, 1998:280)
[. . .] yet passed-PRET-3SG, yet is-here/now, yet passed-PRET-3SG. [. . .]8

‘Everything lasts too long and there is no way of putting an end to anything, every thing that ends is manure for the
following or for another unexpected and remote one, and that’s perhaps why we feel so bad when seeing that the
precarious solutionof themothers isbynomeans truthful, ‘It’s overyet (a), it’s okaynow(b), it’s alrightnow(c)’. In fact
nothing gets over, nothing is okay nor alright, and there is nothing that is not like the slow takeover of lights that I
sometimes see frommywindowswhen I do not sleep orwhen I amalready (d) awake and look toward the plaza (. . .)’

Especially in combination with the future (26) or the preterit (27) the conceptual grounding operated by ya projects the
viewpoint beyond the ongoingexperience. Invoking the evolutionarymomentum is indeedamost efficientwayof arousing the
awareness that things come toanend thoughminimizing the interval needed toget over someproblem, andmaking it look as if
the endwere already reachedmay give the impression that the speaker is suggesting that the unpleasant situationwill be over
sooner than thehearer expects.Whatya actuallydoes ismake that situationbe seenasfictively concludedat the timeof speech.
This idea is especially comfortingwhen one is going through a difficultmoment.When it happens to be the addresseewho is in
trouble, theseexpressionsclearlyyieldamessageof relief, intendedashelp to transcendamomentary inconvenience.However,
this inference is but a possible side-effect. It canbynomeans beascribed to the general instructionalmeaningofya. The context
of (27) underscores the routine at play in this kind of expressions: their function is not to convey any referential meaning or to
bring in a contradistinctive value at presuppositional level, but to widen the scope of actual consciousness, so as to positively
influence a negatively oriented state of mind and alleviate sadness very much as incantations can do.

2.3. A dynamic programmatic view

We are now in the position to offer a more abstract schema which subsumes the three previous representations. This
conceptual schema combines the value of ya as a grounding predication (presented in section 2.1) with the notion of
evolutionarymomentum (discussed in section 2.2). Yamakesmismatches between reference time and verbal tense perfectly
coherent. Without changing the aspectual configuration of the verb, as some analyses propose (see section 3.2), ya
instantiates a programmatic view of the event.

Fig. 5 illustrates the way in which expressions like (29a) assemble two mental representations blended from two
independent bases: the calculus of time from the moment of speech (the box in the right) and the frame of the days of the
week (the box in the left).

8 For larger contexts we consider it sufficient to gloss the sequence that contains ya.
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29 a. Hoy es miércoles
‘Today is Wednesday’

b. Hoy ya es miércoles
‘Today is already Wednesday’

The dynamicity of ya affects both the frame in the base and the profiled element. It signals that the profiled element
progresses towards the time of speech and that the base has a programmatic orientation. For example, in (29b) ya does not
statively denote a day of the week but conveys a dynamic representation of that day inserted in a programmatic viewwhich
involves sequencing day after day as pertinent for the time of speech.

The basic idea is that ya is a blend that instantiates a dynamic progression over a programmatic base. Dynamicity obtains as a
progressive conceptualization is subjectively construed from the time of speech as determined by the evolutionary

momentum of the episode. The event is not construed in absolute terms; instead, it is evaluated from the speaker’s viewpoint
as it pertains to some conceivable or commonly accessed conceptual frame based on shared world knowledge. From such a
conceptual frame some portion is extracted to be evaluated, calculated or validated from the speaker’s perspective at the
time of speech. Fig. 6 shows the grounding dimension projected by ya.

Obvious examples of programmatic bases are the days of theweek, themonths of the year, the sequential organization of
the four seasons, the sets of a tennis match, the sequential structure of a play or a movie, the ordered sequence of actions to
order an espresso at a coffee shop and so forth. Since the marker ya signals the significance of the progress realized, it is
susceptible of producing evaluative inferences in terms of schedule, in advance or behind. By itself, however, themarker does
not entail any specific conclusion regarding the evaluation of the change of state, e.g. in (30), e.g. ya does notmake the change
too quick or too drastic9:

30 Paco ya ha perdido diez kilos

Paco yet has lost ten kilos

‘Paco has lost ten kilos now’

In Fig. 6, the sequential portions of such programmatic examples are represented by the dotted line in the rectangle. Time
(the long arrow in the rectangle) determines the sequential organization of the program. Crucially ya validates the sequence
of subevents with respect to previous (the continuous arrow) or future time (the dotted arrow) as pertaining to the hic et

nunc of the enunciation. The formula dynamic progression over a programmatic base indicates that ya is not limited to profiling

[(Fig._5)TD$FIG]

Fig. 5. Dynamicity added by ya (29b).

9 Scoping matters are not regulated by linear order as such. Intonation and contextualization play a crucial role. In combination with quantification,

however, some focusing strategies seem to prevail. Preverbal position tends to highlight the mental calculus of the predication time, i.e. the event-internal

aspectual dimension. Example (29) thus yields as default implicature that losingweight only took a relatively short lapse of time. Post-verbal and utterance-

final position, on the other hand, rather maximize the focus on the stage or amount reached: in Paco ha perdido ya diez kilos, and Paco ha perdido diez kilos ya

the resultant dimension is more salient. Utterance-final position further enhances subjective speaker involvement, as we hope to show in a future study.

Lack of space also prevents us from rounding up the analysis by showing that the same notions are atworkwhen ya is used inmore complex linking devices,

viz., ya. . . ya. . . ‘either. . . or. . .’, and the causal conjunction ya que ‘since’.
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an event but has a particular metalinguistic function: that of linking the profiled element to an oriented conceptualization of
its base. In the same way that other focal markers do, ya profiles an element instantiated from an underlying basic schema
that remains in the base as part of the conceptualization of the event as a whole. This general characterization explains in a
coherent manner both the values of ya as a discourse organizer (section 3) as well as a marker licensing inferences drawn
from a restricted set of pragmatic situations (section 4).

3. Grounding and discourse structure

The usage extensions of ya as a marker to recover or sequence previous discourse is predictable from the basic schema
offered in Fig. 6. As a grounding predication ya updates events that need not coincide with the time of speech in order to
insert them in a programmatic base that does not need to be made fully explicit. The mental scanning characteristic of
textual anaphoric usages is analogous to the programmatic projection and updating process obtained by a grounding
predication like ya with respect to events that do not coincide with the time of speech. First we illustrate how the mental
scanning process works (section 3.1). Then we show that the grounding process realized by means of ya must not be
confused with temporal, aspectual or modal values that are attributable to contextual elements with which ya combines
(section 3.2).

3.1. Discourse structure. Cohesion, intertextuality and text typology

The characterization of ya as a grounding predication does not only set the basis to analyze its temporal core meanings. It
crucially endows it with a framing function yielding the instruction to make sense of the segmented representation by
inserting it into a broader, sequentially oriented and coherent conceptual frame. This explains the emergence of different
kinds of discourse values and subjective interpretive glides that make ya a discourse marker in its own right.10

To develop a larger discourse structure, one has to rely on quite a few strategies to enable the reader to put the
information in the right perspective, beyond the limits of the linearity of speech. Inconspicuously interspersed in a text, ya is
among themost discrete and yet very efficient discourse markers. While often passing unnoticed, it makes us read ‘between
the lines’ and access the specific programmatic base needed tomake sense of the overt text form, and adequately process the
relationships between the text elements.

It is probably in the endeavor of writing a book that reflection on the proper discourse production is most developed.
Beyond style, genre, and word selection, one has to face lots of redundancy problems. Hence, we can expect ya to punctuate
discourse in an extremely significant way when the role of the writer and the choices s/he makes are at the heart of the
matter.

The abundant use of ya testifies to the auto-evaluative activity in the writing process. The creative speech production is
seen in the perspective of various, more or less far reaching, true or supposed requisites. They are situated at the level of
intertextuality, discourse genre, word choice, redundancy rate, synchronization of various scenarios which correspond to
different intertwined programmatic bases. Let us briefly illustrate the meta-linguistic dimension that ya adds to discourse
building in a couple of cases.

Texts, as discourse in general, often repeat elements already contained in other texts. When the author wants the former
discourse to be recognized as reference space for the current discourse space, he usually signals it by a formulawith a verb of
saying, of the type ‘as I said before’, ‘as stated bymy colleague’, etc. With ya, an extra linking takes place between the quoted
and the actual discourse: they are both conceived of as the cyclic manifestation of an insight that transcends both the
grounding of the initial conceptualizer and that of the actual one. In other words, the reiterated statement ceases to be
separated from the anterior one, and both are integrated in an encompassing programmatic base.

Especially in recalling former sayings (of oneself), adding ya is crucial to get across the idea that one is not vacuously
repeating, caught in sterile obsessions, but that the vision one holds is, on the contrary, so consistent that it deserves to be
unwaveringly taken up again for further or renewed elaboration. In reporting (31), for instance, Marías11 suggests he is not
being gratuitously redundant, but coherently goes on depicting the character’s traits in accordance with the overall
schematic contour the reader is supposed to have in mind.Whether a text is amplifying a story already told before (32), or is

[(Fig._6)TD$FIG]

Fig. 6. Dynamic progression over a progammatic base.

10 While also defining ya as a discoursemarker, Koike (1996) only considers it to convey an emotional intensity, and remains vague as to how ya enhances

cohesion in discourse.
11 We have chosen a book that stands midway between fiction and essay prose, viz. Negra espalda del tiempo ‘The black back of time’ (1998) where Javier

Marías reflects in first-person on the relation between fiction and reality on the background of time passing by. The true protagonist is time and its relation

to literary creation, ‘time management’ in the hands of the novelist, so to say.
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taking up a subject already treated in the past (33), ya brings former and newwritings together bymapping them on a large-
scale programmatic base, viz. that of the novelist’s conception of his trajectory.

31 Porque lo cierto es que, como ya he dicho, era incapaz de contestar a una sencilla pregunta. (Marías, 1998:138)
because the sure is that, as yet have-1SG said, was-3SG unable of answering to a simple question

‘Because what is certain is that, as I already said, he was unable to answer a simple question.’

32 Lo que viene a continuación lo conté ya parcial y concentradamente en un artículo. (Marías, 1998:180)
that what comes to continuation it told-1SG yet in a partial and concentrated way in an article

‘What comes next I already told in a partial and concentrated way in an article.’

33 tema, ya dije, tan apasionante entonces como candente ahora. (Marías, 1998:238)
theme, yet said-1SG, so exciting then like compelling now

‘theme, I already said, as exciting then as compelling now’

In Marías (1998) the design -which defines the programmatic base- corresponds to the blueprint that originates from the
creative mind of the author. Another possibility is that the consistency of the text follows a pattern that proceeds from a
higher order plan transcending any individual’s control. This is the case in the novel La familia de Pascual Duarte ‘Pascual
Duarte’s Family’ where Camilo José Cela depicts a universe dominated by fate, natural laws, ancestral determinism. In his
testimony, the protagonist-narrator invokes the circumstances that kept him down. By means of ya he signals that beyond
the consciousness he could have of living an alienating situation, he always had the conviction that there exists a destiny that
operates according to some pre-established script fromwhich one cannot escape. In (34), for instance, the acknowledgment
of the repetitive nature of a thought representation (como atrás le dije ‘as I told you before’) takes on an extrameta-discursive
dimension by the presence of ya as it converts fatalism into the leitmotiv of the story of his life:

34 Da pena pensar que las pocas veces que en esta vida se me ocurrió no portarme demasiado mal, esa fatalidad, esa
mala estrella que, como ya más atrás le dije, parece como complacerse en acompañarme, torció y dispuso las cosas
de forma tal que la bondad no acabó para servir a mi alma para maldita la cosa. (Cela, 1979:148)

[. . .] that bad star which, as yet more behind to-you-CLIT said-1sg

‘It causes sorrow to think that the few times that in this life it occurred tome not to behave too badly, that fatality,
that bad star that, as I already told you, seems to enjoy accompanying me, bended and disposed things in such a
way that goodness did not end up serving my soul for a damned thing.’

In (35) it can be observed that ya does not duplicate the temporal meaning of aún ‘still’. While aún operates at the temporal
level of a side comment (antes de nacer ‘before being born’), ya calls upon a cognitive model of an unchangeable script, a
verdict operating as a supreme principle which determines the whole trajectory of the main character’s life.

35 La verdad es que la vida en mi familia poco tenía de placentera, pero como no nos es dado escoger, sino que ya – y
aún antes de nacer – estamos destinados unos a un lado y otros a otro, procuraba conformarme con lo que me
había tocado, que era la única manera de no desesperar. (Cela, 1979:39)

‘[. . .], but since no to-us is given choose, but that yet – and still before of come-to-birth –we are predestinated [. . .]

The truth is that the life in my family was scarcely joyful, however as it is not given to us to choose, but yet – and
even before being born – some of us are predestinated to one side and others to another one, therefore I tried to
conform to what fell to my lot, which was the only way of not getting desperate.’

Likewise, the six occurrences of ya in (36) project the character’s feelings in the progressive descent to hell as the ineluctable
fulfillment of the successive steps of a plan that one is of all eternity predestined to protagonize:

36 Empezamos a sentir el odio que nos mata; ya (a) no aguantamos el mirar; nos duele la conciencia, pero,

!

no
importa!,

!

más vale que duela! Nos escuecen los ojos, que se llenan de un agua venenosa cuandomiramos fuerte.
El enemigo nota nuestro anhelo, pero está confiado; el instinto no miente. La desgracia es alegre, acogedora, y el
más tierno sentir gozamos en hacerlo arrastrar sobre la plaza inmensa de vidrios que va siendo ya (b) nuestra
alma. Cuando huimos como las corzas, cuando el oído sobresalta nuestros sueños, estamos ya (c) minados por el
mal; ya (d) no hay solución, ya (e) no hay arreglo posible. Empezamos a caer, vertiginosamente ya (f), para no
volvernos a levantar en vida. Quizás para levantarnos un poco a última hora, antes de caer de cabeza hasta el
infierno. . . Mala cosa. (Cela, 1979:170)

[. . .] (a) yet not stand the look-INF [. . .] (b) the place immense of glass that goes being our soul yet [. . .] (c) are-1PL
yet undermined by the evil; (d) yet not there-is solution, (e) yet not there-is arrangement possible. (f) Start-1PL to
fall, vertiginously yet, to not come-back-REFL to stand-up in life. [. . .]
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‘We start feeling the hatred that kills us; we can’t stand looking any longer; consciousness hurts, but it doesn’t
matter!, it’s better that it hurts! Our eyes burn, they become full of poisoned water when we look hard. The
enemy notices our yearning, but remains trustful; instinct doesn’t lie. Misfortune is joyful, hospitable, and we
enjoy the most tender feeling in dragging him along the immense place of glass that our soul is becoming yet.
Whenwe flee as roes, when our sleep is startled by the hearing, we are already undermined by the evil; there is no
solution anymore, there is no arrangement possible any longer. We start falling, vertiginously yet, to not get up
again in life. Perhaps to get up a little in the end, before heading to hell. . . Bad thing.’

The narrative consistently adopts themain character’s viewpoint: everything in the story unfolds following a logic that he
accepts as normal and unquestionable. For him there is no free will. This is manifest even in the way he looks at nature. In
(37), for instance, ya signals that, in his view, also storks behave in accordance with the rules of the programmatic cycle that
is theirs. And just as his own, the life and behavior of his relatives cannot escape this reductive prism. The deterministic
forces impose themselves on the basis of a supposedly shared knowledge base, as it materializes in aphorisms (38) and
stereotypes (39). In the context of the novel, the reinforcement provided by epistemic expressions (como dice el refrán ‘as the
old saying goes’, sabe usted ‘you know’) corroborates the image of a protagonist deprived from interpretive clues extending
beyond the limits of an extremely simplistic popular wisdom:

37 La torre del campanario era delmismo alto que la del reló y en verano, cuando venían la cigüeñas, ya sabían en qué
torre habían estado el verano anterior (Cela, 1979:27)

[. . .] when came the storks, yet knew-3PL in which tower had-3PL been the summer anterior.

‘The bell-tower was of the same height as that of the time-tower and in summer, when the storks came, they
already knew in which tower they had been the summer before.’

38 Como ya dice el refrán, yerba mala nunca muere, y sin que yo quiera decir con esto que Rosario fuera mala (si bien
tampoco pondría una mano en el fuego por sostener que fuera buena), lo cierto es que después de tomados los
cocimientos que la señora Engracia dijera, sólo hubo que esperar a que pasase el tiempo para que recobrase la
salud, y con ella su prestancia y lozanía. (Cela, 1979:48)
As yet says the refrain, herb bad never dies [. . .]

‘As the old saying goes, ill weeds grow apace, y although I don’t mean to say with this that Rosario would be bad
(even if I wouldn’t put my hand into fire to sustain that she was good), what’s for sure is that after she had taken
the concoctionsMrs. Engracia had given her, we just had towait that timewould pass for her to recover her health,
and with it her elegance and freshness.’

39 Según cuentan, en tiempos anduviera denovillero por las plazas andaluzas; yono sé si creerlo porquenomeparecía
hombrevalientemás que con lasmujeres, pero comoéstas, ymihermanaentre ellas, se lo creíanapies juntillas,él se
daba la gran vida, porque ya sabe usted lo mucho que dan en valorar las mujeres a los toreros. (Cela, 1979:49)

[. . .] he REFL gave the great life, since yet know you the much that give in valorize the women the bullfighters

‘According towhat they tell, there was a time hewandered as bullfighter along the andalousian places; I don’t know
whether I can believe it since he didn’t seem valiant tome but with women, but as they, and among themmy sister,
firmlybelieved it, hegavehimself a great life, asyouwellknowhowmuchwomenare inclined tovalorizebullfighters.’

The preestablished design of Pascual Duarte’s world contrasts with the type of textual organization that characterizes
Marías’ literary essay. Both the background and the narrator’s position differ. Marías’ programmatic base does not
correspond to a naturalistic totalitarian view. Instead, it follows the internal organization of a culture-specific dominion: that
of literature with its traditional canons. As authors operate as creators, not as victims unable of assuming anything, they can
derive the validation of their role in composing a narrative universe, with its network of intertwined histories and combined
text formats, from the interface between various rhetoric models.

Marías positions himself as connoisseur with respect to genre and style standards. Independently of the question
whether a book conforms to a literary model or not, he is aware that it will inevitably be situated in regard to a longstanding
tradition. So he judiciously adds ya to make the evaluation of (40) depend on a programmatic base. The deviance from the
well established rhetoric form of the chronicle towards a more meditative style thus appears to be justified, not arbitrary,
even there need not be unanimity concerning the distance between the two genres.

40 De él he encontrado también un retrato y un libro, pero es mejor acabar primero con el relato de la condena
berlinesa a muerte, cuyo final se aleja ya leguas de lo que debería ser una crónica de tribunales, para adentrarse
decididamente en el territorio de la meditación y el lamento. (Marías, 1998:342)
whose end REFL move-away yet miles of [. . .]

‘Of him I have also found a portrait and a book, but it is better to finish first with the history of the Berlin
condemnation to death, the end of which is alreadymiles away fromwhat ought to be a chronicle of tribunals, in
order to enter decidedly into the territory of meditation and lamentation.’
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Actually, inserting ya conveys the idea, regardless of the characterization or evolution the comment alludes to, that it
is ‘basically’ motivated by the selection of a particular frame. In this case, the programmatic base does not relate to the
internal structure of the succession of narrated events, but to that of the text format, i.e. of the set of rhetoric resources
that make up a genre paradigm. Such a paradigmatic set constitutes an idealized cognitive model or a frame. Now the
anaphoric event actualized by means of ya gets integrated, together with the event or utterance underscored by ya, in a
script or program the unfolding of which is not restricted to the typically sequential time of the narration but is
extensible to any kind of domain. Whatever the field of application, ya makes us focalize a segment as a link in the chain
that characterizes the internal structure of the corresponding frame, and by doing so, ya indirectly refers to the other
segments of that frame.

Generally speaking, frames are predictable from the way ya schematically grounds events in relation to the moment of
enunciation. The reliance on frames reinforces the basic grounding function since it implies that ya validates an event by
virtue of the recognition of the internal structure of the selected frame. In fact, as the evolutionary momentum of an event is
evoked, it is mapped onto the evolution of a conceptual frame. The superimposition of such a framed anchoring occurs in
quite a number of temporally and aspectually different contexts. The discursive diversity to which ya applies is under
scrutiny in the next section.

3.2. Meta-discursive value: beyond time and aspect

Our analysis in terms of grounding predication on a programmatic base associates the meta-discursive value of ya with
the relevant evolutionary momentum of the specific segment of the event to which it applies. In what follows we contrast
our analysis with previous proposals that see in ya a temporal-aspectual marker.12

To the extent that ya validates events in the time of speech it holds a punctual meaning. The question is whether this
property is a sufficient reason to consider it an aspectual marker as has been done by traditional analyses. Sánchez López
(1999:2602) considers that ‘‘the adverbs ya and todavíahave an implicative aspectual nature’’, rendering polar readings; ‘‘the
action that yamodifies happens at a specific point and not before (in contrast with the durative todavía ‘still’); ya thus has a
punctual character’’; (41) implies that ‘‘Juan did not live in Barcelona before and now he does’’:

41 Juan vive ya en Barcelona (Sánchez López, 1999:2602)
Juan lives yet in Barcelona

‘Juan already lives in Barcelona’

In our view, punctuality and polarity should be distinguished from one another. Ya signals punctual events as it anchors
events to the time of speech but it does not simply signal a polar change. Instead it provides the expected result drawn from a
long held plan. It manifests that along the progressive development of a script or a program the change of state gets inserted
in its right place and in so doing allows for the next phase to arrive.

In contrast with Sánchez López (1999:2603)we do not assume that ‘‘ya and todavía can alternate freely in contexts with a
negative meaning’’.

42 a. Juan {ya no vive / no vive ya} en Barcelona (Sánchez López, 1999:2603)
Juan {yet not lives / not lives yet} in Barcelona

‘Juan does not live in Barcelona anymore’

b. Juan no vive todavía en Barcelona

Juan not lives still in Barcelona

‘Juan still does not live in Barcelona’

It is not the case that (42a) and (42b) are ‘‘equivalent’’. Only ya involves the projection of a programmatic base. While todavía
‘still’ (42b) simply signals the lack of cancelation of an enduring situation, ya validates the change (Juan’s moving out of
Barcelona) as corresponding to an underlying plan. By the same token, the negative use of ya cancels the expectation someone
without access to the programmatic base could activate, viz., that the situation (living in Barcelona) was to continue.

The notion of discontinuity and contrast between two stages has also been called for by Resano (2000) and García
Fernández (1999). García Fernández analyzes ya (no) ‘yet (not)’ and todavía (no) ‘still (not)’ as ‘‘temporal-aspectual adverbial
complements of phase’’.13 The phase modified by ya is said to be ‘‘asserted’’, in contrast to a ‘‘previous phase’’ and a

12 Caution against assimilating ya too easily to an aspectual marker was already expressed by Girón Alconchel (1991a, 1991b) and Koike (1996). Ya is

considered by the former as a ‘‘shifter’’ signalling a change corresponding with the speaker’s expectation (Girón Alconchel, 1991b:149), and by the latter as

an intensifier, a ‘‘discourse marker of emphasis’’ (Koike, 1996:276).
13 This is in line with the analysis of similar adverbs in German (noch, schon (Doherty, 1973; König, 1977)), French (Muller, 1975; Vet, 1980) and English

(already, still, yet, anymore (Morrisey, 1973; Hirtle, 1977)). On the importance of distinguishing between process, ‘‘eventuation point’’ and ‘‘further

accretion’’, see Michaelis (1992).
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‘‘successive phase’’. The successive phasemust, allegedly, have the same positive or negative value as the asserted one, while
the previous phase must have the opposite value. Examples in (43) are offered to sustain the proposed contrast:

43 a. Juan ya tiene coche (García Fernández, 1999:3153)
Juan yet has car

‘Juan already has a car’

b. María ya no trabaja aquí (García Fernández, 1999:3153)
María yet not works here

‘María does not work here anymore’

c. Ya es joven (marked as # by García Fernández, 1999:3154)
Yet is young

‘He is already a young man’

d. Todavía es viejo (marked as # by García Fernández, 1999:3154)
Still is old

‘He is still old’

While it is incontestable that (43a) triggers the inference that Juan did not have a car before and that in (43b) María used to
work here, this type of approach does not acknowledge the grounding predication that ya projects in terms of evolutionary
momentum. Beyond the basic positive/negative polarity calculus, ya projects the predicate on a programmatic base in
progress. In otherwords, it does not only inform of a particular change in time (having a car) but underscores the relevance of
that change from the perspective of the time of speaking and validates it on the basis of an interpretive frame that transcends
the limits of what the event represents in isolation. This explains that althoughmarked as odd – since aging is irreversible –
(43d) can be considered as pragmatically possible ‘‘if the fountain of youth existed’’ (García Fernández, 1999:3154), i.e.
provided a frame could be activated that contravenes the habitual set-up in referential semantic terms.

García Fernández argues that when the verb comes in the pluperfect ya, as ‘‘adverbial complement of localization’’,
typically enhances the perfective, i.e. non-aorist, reading of telic predicates, be it achievements (44a) or accomplishments
(44b), by ‘‘focusing on part of the period that follows the end of the event’’ (García Fernández, 1999:3149), respectively on an
interval of the time span starting after the death occurred and after the house was built:

44 a. Cuando llegó la ambulancia, ya había muerto (García Fernández, 1999:3149)
When arrived the ambulance, yet had-3SG died

‘When the ambulance arrived he had already died’

b. En 1945 ya habían construido la casa (García Fernández, 1999:3149)
In 1945 yet had built the house

‘In 1945 they had already built the house’

Two observations are in order here. On the one hand, the positivity/negativity contrast adduced for (43) does not seem to
count here. The punctual character of ya does not operate at the level of the action portrayed by the verbal aspect but at the
level of the speaker evaluation of the event as a whole. Notice that the event is equally perfective without ya (Cuando llegó la

ambulancia, habíamuerto ‘When the ambulance arrived, he had died’, En 1945 habían construido la casa ‘In 1945 they had built
the house’). On the other hand, what ya triggers is the expectation for the ambulance to have come to the rescue before dead
took place (44a), as well as the acknowledgement of a desirable accomplishment having been fulfilled in the ideal programof
‘progress in life’ (44b). This is not to say, however, that the speaker would automatically consider or suggest that the
resultant state would have been reached earlier than (s)he expected, or than the interlocutor possibly expected, or than a
third party or people in general could have expected.

García Fernández also considers that in a subordinate clause introduced by cuando ‘when’ ya favors a ‘‘simultaneity’’
reading between ‘‘the results of the event expressed in the pluperfect and the main event’’, e.g. (45). But again, simultaneity
arises from the very construction, as can be seen from (46) where ya is not present:

45 Juan se dio cuenta de todo cuando María ya lo había descubierto (García Fernández, 1999:3181)
Juan REFL gave account of everything when María yet it had discovered

‘Juan realized everything when María had already found it all out’

46 Juan se dio cuenta de todo cuando María lo había descubierto

Juan REFL gave account of everything when María it had discovered

‘Juan realized everything when María had found it all out’
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What ya does is lend interpretive coherence to the linkage established between the two events. It signals that the stage
reached in the subordinate clause derives its mention-worthiness from the existence of some underlying dynamics that
confers relevance to the discovery by María first and by Juan later. Beyond assessing the significance of both moments of
awareness for the programmatically conceived unfolding of a series of events, the fact that the posterior event thus gets tied
up to the anterior one gives leeway to evaluative inferences, e.g. enhancing the contrast between slow-wittedness and quick-
wittedness, inadequate vs. adequate perception, incompetence vs. competence.

Ocampo and Ocampo (2000) adopt an even more radical position, viz., they interpret ya as an aspectual marker of
completion. They distinguish between the deictic point to which ya applies (cuando vino (47), ‘‘the moment the woman gets
back home’’) and the aspectual value it confers to the temporal reference (the moment of the robbery). They argue that ‘‘the
perfective (punctual) aspect reading combines with the perfective aspect of the pluperfect, marking the action of stealing as
completed’’ (Ocampo and Ocampo, 2000:86).

47 [. . .] diez minutos. Cuando vino ya lo [el televisor] habían robado (Ocampo and Ocampo, 2000:86)

[. . .] ten minutes. When came-3SG it [the TV] had-3PL had stolen

‘[. . .] ten minutes. When she came home they had already stolen it [the tv]’

But again, as in (46), the absence of ya does not cancel any aspectual reading. The robberywould also have been conceived of
as completed without ya (Cuando vino lo habían robado ‘When she came they had stolen it [the tv]’). Instead, the insertion of
ya activates a programmatic base fromwhich it can be inferred that ‘a short time of unattendancemay be enough for thieves
to act’, thus underpinning the expectation of potential robbery to become true.

Regarding the [estar/ir ‘be/go’ + gerund] construction, Yllera (1999:3408) considers that ya affects the aspectual
interpretation of the gerund, endowing it with an ‘‘inchoative-progressive reading’’:

48 Ya {está llegando/va llegando} el agua al cuarto piso

Yet {is reaching / goes reaching} the water to-the fourth floor

‘The water is already reaching the fourth floor’

While it is true that in (48) ‘‘the evolving action is captured from the very beginning’’, this may be due to the very event
structure of llegar ‘arrive’, as the verb itself denotes the moment in which the water reaches some point. In our view, ya
associates themoment of the achievement (contactwith the target (the fourth floor)) with the evolutionarymomentum of the
scene. In turn, this may inferentially raise expectations linked to the unwanted negative effects of floods.

Ocampo and Ocampo (2000:85) suggest that ya is a perfective marker whose ‘‘combination with perfective verbal
morphemes results in a completive aspect’’ (cf. example 47) while that with imperfective verbal forms yields an ‘‘inceptive
aspect’’ (49a, b):

49 a. él sabe que – que si yo tengo lamitad, la otramitad se la dejo a él. Pero: ya nome cree amí, porque dice que
yo digo una cosa – porque yo le había dicho que la casa se la daba. Pero después le aclaré: mil veces, dice,
son mentiras eso que vos decís, dice. Vos – dice, vos me usaste a mí, para que tuviera la casa. (Ocampo and
Ocampo, 2000:87)

[. . .] But: yet not me believes to me, because says-3SG that I say one thing [. . .]

‘He knows that – that if I have one half, the other half I leave to him. But he doesn’t believe me anymore,
because he says that I say one thing – because I had told him that the house I gave it to him. But later on I
explained to him: a thousand times, he says, it’s lies what you say, he says. You – he says, you used me, for
having the house.’

b.

?

y a qué edad se ponían más o menos ya los pantalones largos?

And a which age REFL put-IMPERFECT-3PL more or less yet the trousers long?

‘And at which age did they already wear long trousers more or less?’

Yet the analysis is not convincing. It is hard to see, e.g. in (49a), how ya could ‘‘principally bring in the idea of the
perfectivization of the beginning of a new situation: the one that at present her son does not trust her’’. Deleting ya does
not alter the inchoative reading. Moreover, from the subsequent context it clearly appears that there was already
distrust before the referred time. In our view, the contribution of ya consists in projecting the state of affairs alluded to
onto the cognitive model ‘a patent lie entails loss of confidence’. Likewise, in (49b) it is not the case that ya pinpoints the
specific time when one started to use pants; instead, it activates a subjacent model regarding the (diffuse) period at
which social norms demand not to use shorts in formal contexts. The marker by itself does not encode punctuality or
inceptivity.

In dealing with the alternation between simplex and complex gerund Fernández Lagunilla (1999:3457) defines ya as a
‘‘boundary adverb’’, considered to yield an aspectual difference. According to this author, ya accompanies the simplex gerund
to highlight the beginning of the event (50a), while with the complex gerund it binds the end (50b):
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50 a. Me lo dijo saliendo ya del cine

CLIT-1SG it said-3SG coming-out yet of-the theater

‘He said that to me as we were leaving the theater’

b. Me lo dijo habiendo salido ya del cine

CLIT-1SG it said-3SG having come-out yet of-the theater

‘He said that to me when we had left the theater’

51 Me lo dijo saliendo del cine

CLIT-1SG it said-3SG coming-out of-the theater

‘He said that to me as we were leaving the theater’

52 a. Me lo dijo mientras salíamos del cine

CLIT-1SG it said-3SG while came-out-IMPERFECT-1PL of-the theater

‘He said that to me while we were leaving the theater’

b. Me lo dijo cuando estábamos a punto de salir del cine

CLIT-1SG it said-3SG when were-IMPERFECT-1PL at point of come-out-INF of-the theater

‘He said that to me when we were about to leave the theater’

Wemust again point out that while the contrast exists it is not encoded by ya. The contrast obtains without the marker. The
complex form has the mark habiendo ‘have’ that precisely highlights the perfective value of the verbal construction.
Fernández Lagunilla considers that (51) can be read both as (52a) and (52b), while (50a) can only receive the reading of (52b).
According to that reasoning ya is an aspectual marker. The author’s interpretation, however, is not the only possible one. In
our view (50a) can also mean ‘he said it to me having just left the theater’. The point is crucial because what matters is not
whether it is at the beginning or the end of some event but ‘around the switching time’. We have been showing that the
punctual character of the marker maymake the moment of change more salient, yet this is an insufficient reason to see it as
an aspectual marker per se. Its function is meta-discursive rather than aspectual. The insertion of ya evidences that the act of
saying took place as one of the sequences of the program ‘a night at the theater’, viz. that of leaving the theater, was in the
midst of being accomplished. The more or less perfective interpretation of the construction depends more on the
imperfective nature of the gerund as in (50a) and on the perfective view imposed by the perfect haber in (50b).

Example (53) from Bello (1847) with which Fernández Lagunilla (1999:3459) attempts to illustrate that ya provides ‘‘its
own temporal-aspectual meaning’’ in fact corroborates its meta-discursive function:

53 Deje vuesamerced caminar a su hijo por donde su estrella le llama, que siendo él tan buen estudiante como debe
de ser, y habiendo ya subido felizmente el primer escalón de las ciencias [. . .] con ellas por símismo subirá a la
cumbre de las letras humanas. [Cervantes, Quijote; taken from Bello, 1847:§1127]

[. . .] and having yet climbed luckily the first step of the sciences [. . .]

‘Let your excellencewalk your sonwhere his star calls him, since as he is as good a student as he ought to be, and
as he already has luckily climbed the first step of the sciences [. . .] with those hewill by himself ascend to the top
of the human arts.’

The son’sway up in the latter of knowledge is something expected as part of his education. He is doing nothing else but giving
the first step in the frame of ‘academic careers’.14

It is well known that the most general frames may be composed of smaller frames that yield a complex universe of
complex internal coherence. In (54) ya points out that the scene in the cemetery blends two converging scripts:

54 Ella llevó rosas blancas y las dejó caer sobre el largo ataúd cuando ya iniciaba su descenso (Marías, 1998:245)
[. . .] when already initiated-3SG its descent [. . .]

‘She carried white roses and let them fall on the large coffin when it already initiated its descent’

One frame involves dropping flowers as a farewell gesture, the second frame is the descent of the coffin as part of the burying
ceremony. Without ya the descent of the coffin would not be seen as anticipated by virtue of the programmatic base.

In sum, ya invites us to look beyond the apparently trivial, absurd or tautological expressions to see them as the
manifestation of subjacent scripts that render meaningful any potentially redundant expression. Its value is no doubt

14 Mentioning one’s ‘‘star’’ is a clear allusion to his/her destiny.
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punctual; however, rather than functioning as an aspectual marker per se, ya signals the relevance of the perfective or
imperfective representation as validated by a dynamic subjective view on the unfolding of a programmatic base. The most
comprehensive approach to themeta-discursive function of ya is in terms of conceptual frames. A further explanation for the
emergence of such frames is provided in the next section.

4. Grounding in conceptual frames

In contrast with deictic markers ya does not project events, relations, entities or attributes into a socio-physical or
objective temporal axis. Instead, it provides a dynamic orientation anchored in the conceptualizer’s view of a scene as part of
a running program revealing a specific profile of a higher order. There is a reflexive dimension showing that the speaker is not
naive but s/he has a structured conceptualization of what is evoked; to put it in the words of Goffman (1974) and Fillmore
(1985), what is evoked is a frame. The idea that ya establishes a meta-linguistic connection with a subjacent frame is
particularly manifest in rather conventional formulas with verbs of perception and propositional attitude. And at a more
ample scale, ya in a subtle and efficient manner also contributes to the structuring of discourse.

By projecting a dynamic progression on a programmatic base, ya construes the conceptualizer’s immersion in a
conceptual frame. In what follows wewill review themost representative uses of ya in the light of this global interpretation.
The frames imposed by the order of things in the world and by culturally entrenched customs and conventions are relatively
easy to identify. The clearest case is the concurrence of patterns having to do with the course of time as it constitutes a
universally recognized programmatic base. One needs not be a philosopher to be profoundly impressed by theway evolution
over time interferes with our attempts tomake sense of our experiences. Among the phenomena the beginning and endpoint
of which are beyond reach figure the rhythm of the days and the seasons, the perpetual flux of biological and botanic cycles,
etc. Our conception of a cycle is that of a program: we perceive a complex dynamic and ordered structure, built up according
to a specific internal logic that gradually evolves at its proper pace. It can, therefore, also be schematically conceived of as a
trajectory going from its initial point to the end.

Our conception of a cycle is that of a program: we perceive a complex dynamic and ordered structure, built up according
to a specific internal logic that gradually evolves at its proper pace. It can, therefore, also be schematically conceived of as a
trajectory going from its initial point to the end. The human life span, for instance, is conditioned by a biological cycle, going
from birth to death, passing over a number of stages (childhood, adolescence, adulthood, etc.). The course of life naturally
evolves from less to more maturity, from young to old age, and, culturally speaking, from less to more knowledge, authority
andwisdom.With time, experience adds up, for better or forworse, i.e. the underlying scale can be connoted either positively
or negatively, according to specific cultural standards. To determine the evaluative orientation, we turn to context. Leaving
aside the intricacies of the nature-nurture dilemma, human appearance and behavior is clearly marked by numerous
expectations throughout lifetime.

Age being conceived of as a scaled domain, we take it to be a conditioning factor for developing specific kinds of activities.
Drawing on the general ICM that ‘there is a time for everything’, we turn to age to figure out the desirability of some behavior.
Age thus functions as a criterion for determining the appropriateness of certain behaviors and, hence, for licensing or
rejecting them. In fairy tales, for instance, age is easily invoked to evaluate a character’s behavior: in (55a) the girl finds
herself too big to keep playing around, in (55b) the mother finds her daughter too salvage. The meaning layer added by ya,
viz., the appeal to a commonly shared underlying dynamic evolutionary model, legitimizes the reaction of revolt (55a) and
worry (55b): age-inappropriateness, here understood as delay, is not just stated on the basis of an individual value scale but
is grounded in a larger knowledge base regarding habitual progression and normal development.

55 a. - Ya estoy yo grandullona para andar saltando a los dubles – le explicaba luego a su madre.
(Martín Gaite, 1999:83)

Yet am I big to go-on springing a the ropes – CLIT-DATIVE-3sg explained later to her mother

‘- I am grown-up now to be jumping the rope, she would explain to her mother.’

b. – La niña me preocupa, Eduardo. Ya va a hacer once años y está en estado salvaje.
(Martín Gaite, 1999:68)

The girl me preoccupies, Eduardo. Yet goes to make eleven years and is in state salvage.

‘- The girl preoccupies me, Eduardo. She is nearly eleven and she is in a salvage state.’

These examples show that, rather than being confined to one sole dimension, the underlying programmatic base often puts
into play various dimensions that mutually condition one another.

Some other no less important frames relate to social behavior patterns. The effect of enhancing performativity is
especially salient in (56):

56

?

Ya le atienden?

Yet you attend-3PL ?

‘Are they already attending you?’
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By this ritual question the shop assistant displays awareness of the script of a public service interaction; hence, the politeness
formula keeps its reciprocal face-preserving value even when the customer may have been waiting for quite some
time.

A different type of script is activated in cases like (57):

57 El vaso {ya / 1} está medio {lleno / vacío}
The glass {yet / 1} is half {full / empty}

‘The glass is {already / 1} half {full / empty}’

Without ya, the choice of depicting a glass as half full or as half empty can be done irrespective of whether it is the result of an
emptying or filling process. Adding ya, however, necessarily links the filling scenario to ‘half full’ and the emptying one to
‘half empty’ (57). Again, projection onto a dynamic base is susceptible of yielding additional inferences concerning rhythm
and type of behavior, but these mechanisms have to be separated from the very meaning structure of ya.

Similarly in (58), ya qualifies the readiness of the girl as no coincidence. From the successive actions it can be induced as
fitting the ‘dating scenario’. In (59), ya alludes to the effect of a significant move of lady Krig toward the protagonist, thus
activating the ‘seduction scenario’:

58 - Hará como una hora, cuando vino el señorito de la oficina. Ella ya estaba arreglada y se fueron.
(Martín Gaite, 1999:105)

‘I’ll be about an hour, when the young lord came from the office. She was already prepared and they went off.’

59 Protestó:
- No es la oportunidad. . .

Pensó que debía irse, pero sin saber por qué se quedó.
- Oh, sí, es la oportunidad – afirmó con dulzura la señorita Krig, y él ya le sintió el aliento-. Quiero que
sepa todo, desde el principio, lo mejor y lo peor. (Bioy Casares, 1999:170)

‘He protested:

- It is not the opportunity. . .

He thought he should be leaving, but without knowing why he stayed.

- Oh, yes, it is the opportunity – sweetly affirmed lady Krig, and he already felt her breath-. I want you to
know everything, from the start, the best and the worst.’

In oral speech, three verbs compete for the highest rank of co-occurrence with ya: ver ‘see’, saber ‘know’ and creer ‘believe’.
They often come in the first (or second) person singular of an imperfective tense.15 Although we face a highly
conventionalized co-occurrence pattern, ya insertion is by no means obligatory. Yet, under the present analysis, the
contention is that there is more at stake than simple emphasis in reaction to a situational context. Indeed, if yawere a simple
marker of subjective awareness, it would be semantically redundant, since the concept of acknowledgement is also
inherently part of the meaning structure of the perception and propositional attitude verbs.

An approach in terms of grounding, evolutionary momentum and programmatic base helps clarifying the meaning ya is
susceptible of adding even to verbs that are already intrinsically epistemic. The focus added by ya in (60b) signals that the
speaker is not just referring to the out-there reality but at the same time casts some kind of complementary, more extensive
virtual or fictive canvas for that reality. To put it simply: by saying Ya veo I signal I am aware there is something beyond face
value that I am supposed to understand. The virtual extension of the underlying base is thus the propermeaning contribution
of ya. In simple examples, and out of context, the programmatic character of this underlying base structure admittedly
remains vague and undefined. But even so, the mental representation conveyed by the verbal predicate is taken to a higher-
level processing: (60a) makes the hearer conceive the scene alluded to, as fulfilling a number of pre-established conditions,
imposed by some pre-existing cycle, scenario or frame, so that the broader base structure comes into sight.

60 a. Ya veo. b. Veo.

yet see-1SG see-1SG

‘I see.’

This definition of the meaning contribution of ya should not be confounded with whatever argumentative value the
utterance can take on in ongoing discourse. Both variants (60a,b) can express adherence to a generally held opinion or refer
to a more privately shared view on things. Which option is actually taken does not depend on the use of ya, but is to be

15 The frequency of the second person of ver ‘see’ and saber ‘know’ is especially striking in the present and in the future. The use of other perception and

propositional attitude verbs is more restricted to written language, where less tense restrictions seem to hold.
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pragmatically inferred from the larger context. Likewise, the interpretation of the utterance in attitudinal terms of, e.g.
approval, relief, irritation, deception, is a matter of evolving interaction, to be decided, at best, at the level of conversational
implicature (in the Gricean sense). In other words, the discursive and argumentative values operate at inferential level and
do not as such belong to the meaning structure of ya.

The following examples, taken frommodern fairy tales, illustrate but two possible discourse exploitations: in (61), ya ves

underlines the idea that the fact selected by the character supports his global positive opinion on the girl; in (62), the surprise
expressed by the first character is recast by the second one as part of a higher design. The awareness that there is no stable
view on things, and thus that anything remains (relatively) open to possibly divergent interpretations, is precisely part of the
meaning structure of ya.

61 - Mujer, a mí me parece una chica muy buena – dijo con los ojos cerrados -. Ya ves cómo la cuidó cuando
tuvo el tifus. (Martín Gaite, 1999:69)

Woman, to me CLIT-1sg seems a girl very good – said-3SG with the eyes closed-. Yet see-2SG how her
attended when had-3SG the tyfus

‘Woman, to me it seems a very good girl – he said with the eyes closed -. You see yet how she took care
of her when she had typhus.’

62 - (. . .) No sé qué hubiera sido de mí si no caigo en ese pueblo perdido y no le encuentro a usted.

- Ya ve, así son las cosas que no se esperan. Por ejemplo encontrar algo en un pueblo perdido.
(Martín Gaite, 1999:265)

‘- I don’t know what would have been of me if I do not fall in this lost village and find you.

- You see yet, this is the way things are one does not expect. For instance find something in a lost village.’

The diverging views at stake in antagonistic interactions as those in (61) and (62) explain that the discourse participants
almost automatically put into play opposite expectations. Therefore, although in certain contexts it may seem as if ‘‘with ya

we reject the expectation that no change has occurred’’ (GarridoMedina, 1991:20), such an assumption is too restrictive. The
capacity to convert in adhesion somebody else’s surprise or momentary incredulity in fact derives from themeta-discursive
function of ya, which makes the hearer have access to a new frame.

While ver ‘see’ can be construed without overt coding of the viewed entity (60), this is not the case of saber ‘know’ (63b).
Unlike with ver ‘see’, the entity that falls under the scope of saber ‘know’ is necessarily propositional and cannot as such
emerge from the surrounding scene; therefore it cannot remain implicit.16 However, this principle ceases to hold in
association with ya. The reason why lo ‘it’ is not required for (63a) and (64a) to be well formed, while it cannot be left out of
(63b) and (64b), is that ya activates some kind of scrolling through a programmatic base thus providing the anchoring space
for the knowledge predicate. The message conveyed can be paraphrased as follows: access to the piece of knowledge
involved is not punctual, immanent or isolated, but embedded in a larger knowledge base the conceptualizer takes part in.17

Without putting the conceptualizer onstage (this would require explicit personal subject pronouns), ya signals however that
the conceptualizer is not an outsider with respect to a cluster of ordered propositions. We could perhaps even say that ya
attributes ‘insider’-status to the conceptualizer. Without ya, no instruction is given in that sense.

63 a. Ya (lo) sé b. {Lo / *1} sé
yet (it) know-1SG {It / *1} know-1SG

‘I know (it)’ ‘I know it’

64 a. Ya (lo) sabía b. {Lo / *1} sabía
yet (it) knew-{1/3} SG {It / *1} knew-{1/3} SG

‘I knew (it)’ / ‘(S)he knew (it)’ ‘I knew it’ / ‘(S)he knew it’

When an anaphoricmarker adds up to ya – e.g. in the form of the neuter clitic lo ‘it’ – the speaker at the same time ‘wraps up’
the currently relevant propositional content into a packaged whole. What remains without ya is a bounded image
representation that is not explicitly linked to a programmatic base (63b, 64b).

16 This explains the labor division between saber ‘know’ as ‘mastering a(n abstract) domain’ (i) and conocer ‘know’ as ‘acquaintance (with an image

representation)’:

(i) {Sabe / *Conoce} inglés. ‘He knows English.’
(ii) {*Sabe / Conoce} Madrid.

‘He knows Madrid.’
17 The instruction conveyed by ya is to be distinguished from possible conversational implicatures, e.g. those mentioned by Martín Zorraquino and

Portolés Lázaro (1999:4192), quoted at the beginning of section 1.
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This approach in terms of a grounding predication takes one step further the intuitive comments given under some of the
corresponding verb entries. Lexicographers draw attention to the communicative functionality of some of these expressions,
but fail to recognize the specific import of ya. In DUE and DEA, to take but two of the most authoritative dictionaries, (65a) is
assimilated to (65b):

65 a. Ya veremos b. Veremos

yet see-1PL see-1PL

‘We will see’

66 i. Expresión muy frecuente con que se deja al tiempo el descubrir, aclarar o resolver cierta cosa consabida.

‘Very frequent expression with which it is left to time to discover, clarify or resolve a given matter.’

ii. También se emplea para eludir una respuesta inmediata. (DUE)

‘Is also used to elude an immediate answer.’

67 Se usa frecuentemente para aplazar la resolución de algo, sin afirmarlo ni negarlo. (DEA)

‘Often used to postpone the resolution of something, not acknowledging nor denying it’

While in DEA the denotative and connotative values are pulled together (67), DUE distinguishes between simply letting time
do its job (66i) and intentionally exploiting it (66ii). Our analysis of ya predicts that while future tense just moves perception
to an indeterminate future point in timewithout overt connotation (65b), ya brings tomind the idea that thematterwill fit in
a broader scenario (65a). More specific inferences can emerge from context: besides a way of eluding present responsibility
(66i) or postponing decisions (67), it can be perceived as a means of silencing worries, evoking firm intention (68) or even a
promise (69). And there are certainly quite a few more possibilities.

68 acaba de heredar no sabemos aún cuánto dinero de unos parientes lejanos y solterones
(quizá gente de iglesia, ya averiguaremos cuánto.) (Marías, 1998:297)
‘he has just inherited we don’t know how much money from remote and unmarried parents
(perhaps clergymen, we will find out yet how much).’

69 Ya veremos con más detalle qué significan exactamente todas las partes de un identificador.

‘We will see yet with more detail what the exact meaning is of all the parts of an identifier’
(taken from a computer tutorial on the internet).

The same remark holds for (70). While comment (71i) supposedly alludes to the framing function of ya, the ironical
connotation, signaled in (71ii) and (72), is, again, but one of various possible discourse exploitations. The formula can reflect
self-confidence in a prospective context (73a), and resignation in a retrospective one (73b).

70 a. Ya se ve. b. Se ve.

yet 3CLIT.REFL sees 3CLIT.REFL sees

‘That is clear.’

71 i. Expresión con que se denota que algo que otro afirma está a la vista.

‘i. Expression denoting that something another affirms is self-evident.’

ii. Con más frecuencia se emplea irónicamente para expresar que no hay ninguna muestra de lo que el
otro afirma. (DUE s.v. ver)

‘ii. More frequently used ironically to express there is no evidence for what the other affirms.’

72 Fórmula con que se replica irónicamente a lo que se acaba de afirmar. (DEA s.v. ver)

‘Formula used to reply ironically to what has just been affirmed.’

73 a. A cuatro años del 2000, que ya se ve sólo será un cambio de cifras y punto, (. . .)
(Caretas, 1431, 12.09.96)

‘At four years of 2000, that we can already see will only be a change of figures and full stop.’

b. Es curioso. Cuando uno está afuera e imagina que, por una razón o por otra, puede pasar varios años entre
cuatro paredes, piensa que no aguantaría, que eso sería sencillamente insoportable. No obstante, es
soportable, ya se ve. Almenos yo lo he soportado. (M. Benedetti, Primavera con una esquina rota, Uruguay
1982:15)
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‘It is curious. When one is abroad and imagines that, for one reason or another, he can stay various years
between four walls, he thinks that he would not stand it, that that would be simply unbearable. However,
it is bearable, as you see. At least I have endured it.’

In qualifying the conventionalized formula (74) as a vigorous expression of assent, the lexicographical definitions (75) and
(76) reach beyond the truth-conditionally defined notion of belief: rather than simple recognition of a piece of reality,
adherence suggests willingness to support and perhaps otherwise participate in a system-based organization of that reality.
Our analysis also makes sense of the subjective modality present in these definitions (‘energy’ (75) and ‘emphasis’ (76)) by
stating that the underlying knowledge structure is taken for granted by the speaker. At inferential level, ya makes the
‘believed’ scenario so natural and unquestionable, that it precludes any idea of disagreement.

74 Ya lo creo.

Yet it believe-1P.SG

‘You may well say so’ / ‘Of course’

75 exclamación frecuente con que se asiente enérgicamente a algo (DUE s.v. creer)

‘frequent exclamation energetically signifying assent’

76 fórmula de asentimiento o confirmación enfáticos (DEA s.v. creer)

‘emphatic assent or confirmation formula’

The programmatic base need not be activated on a purely individual level. In association with the impersonal ‘se REFL’ of
saber ‘know’, yawidens the scope of the supposed agreement far beyond the currently described state of affairs (77, 78). And
combined with the second-person epistemic modal puedes ‘you can’, ya implies ‘I don’t have to tell you, since we share
(access to) the same programmatic base’ (79).

77 Ya se sabe.

yet REFL.CLIT knows

‘Indeed, of course.’

78 Zenón trató de consolarla; le dijo que Balbina, la vieja curandera, tenía un poco perdido el seso, ya se sabía,
y que, cuando se emborrachaba, cosa que ocurría con frecuencia, decía disparates sin pies ni cabeza; (. . .).
(Martín Gaite, 1999:125)

‘Zenon tried to console her, he told her that Balbina, the old healer, had a bit lost her mind, it was well

known, and that, when she got drunk, what happened with frequency, she said stupidities with beginning
nor end.’

79 En la actualidad, una de las formas de valorarse a sí mismos de los profesores universitarios norteamericanos
consiste en contar el número de veces que aparecen sus nombres en las publicaciones de otros profesores
universitarios (el ‘‘recuento de menciones’’), ya puedes imaginarte los escandalosos favores mutuos y la inflación
de citas injustificadas, que lo hacen todo aún más ilegible). (Marías, 1998:104)
‘In the actuality, one of the forms the North-American university professors have to valorize themselves consists in
counting the number of time their names appear in the publications of other university professors (the ‘‘index’’),
you can imagine the scandalous mutual favors and the inflation of unjustified quotations, which make it all even
more illegible.’

Only relying on the existence of a programmatic base of the type we have sketched is it possible to account for pragmatic
usages as the one characteristic of Chilean and Argentine Spanish – although it can be found in other dialects as well – in
which ya is employed to let the interlocutor know that s/he has given enough information and should accept a turn change.
This strategy simultaneously activates two inferential paths. As yamanifests that one has come to gripswith the information
package s/he is being exposed to, it can convey themessage that the interlocutor is becoming boring and should refrain from
forcing information intake beyond the saturation level. By way of consequence, following Grice’s cooperation principles (in
particular, the maxim of quantity), uttering ya can also be perceived as an attempt to take the floor, in fulfillment of a tacitly
agreed upon turn-taking model. Once again, the only thing ya encodes is full access to the information. The hearer will relay
on the combinationwith other speech components, such as the descendent pitch and the facial ormanual gestures, to decide
which dimension prevails: the impatience to take turn or the sheer boredom caused by a seemingly endless monologue.

Most discoursemarkers evolving from lexical forms tend to be accounted for in terms of subjectification, either following
Langacker’s (2000) subtle process of attenuation and semantic bleaching or assuming a more pragmatic approach involving
the incremental presence of the speaker-hearer in the event (Traugott, 1988, 1995a,b). Of particular interest is the fact that
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ya involves a minor subjectification process that is best interpreted in terms of attenuation as the presence of previous
information, presented as factual at the time of speech, may become less prominent as the uses of ya become more
dependent on suprasegmental features such as rhythm and entonation. Many of its discoursemarking properties can indeed
be found in its roots from the Latin form iam, andwhilemany persist to a considerable degree in Spanish, the use of current ya
has extended to contexts not attested in Latin. Yet, the unquestionable semantic-pragmatic expansion of ya presently
conforms to the basic representation of a grounding predication that, by nature, is subjective and involves evolutionary
momentum. The developments in the variety of frames we have evoked are the expected expansions of a form strongly
linked to the speaker viewpoint at the time of speech. Even the more pragmatic uses preserve the basic dynamic
configuration of taking up background information that may originate from various knowledge bases to enhance and
validate whatever one is talking about at the time of speech. The inferential variation obtained via suprasegmental features
simply adjusts the basic meaning to the frames activated in particular contexts.

5. Conclusions

We have shown that Spanish ya fits all sorts of temporal and aspectual configurations, and that, rather than being itself a
temporal or aspectual marker, it activates a projective schema that relies on the notion of grounding and evolutionary

momentum. In our view, the phasal and scalar dimension is to be calculated beyond utterance-level, in relation with some
conceptual frame based on shared world knowledge. We have also argued at length that an analysis in presuppositional
terms is misguided, whatever the tense used. Even in combination with a perfective tense, e.g. the preterit in (80), it is
unwarranted to claim that ya ‘‘signals that the event occurred earlier than could be expected’’ (García Fernández,
1999:3155). Here, as elsewhere, ya maps the speaker’s conception of a trajectory – in this case, his or her own – on a large-
scale programmatic base.Whether a counter-expectative stancemay be inferred is a contextual matter, not as such encoded
by ya.

80 Yo ya se lo dije ayer. (García Fernández, 1999:3155)
I already to-him/her it said yesterday

‘I already told him/her yesterday.’

While it is the case that ya typicallymodifies perception verbs (ya veo ‘I see’) as well as verbs of propositional attitude (ya sé ‘I
know’), it can focus on all kinds of events, relations, entities or attributes. In contrast with othermarkers (e.g. entonces ‘then’),
ya does not project an element in the socio-physical or objective temporal dominion. Instead, it provides the event with a
dynamic orientation whereby events are consistently evaluated from the conceptualizer’s perspective (Langacker, 2003).
Being a grounding predication, ya does not entail that the speaker evaluates the event for what it is by itself, but instead it
imposes a dynamic and projective reading (ya nos vamos ‘we are about to leave’, ya nos vemos ‘we’ll see each other soon’, ya
está bien ‘it is ok now’). Moreover, the event is mentallymapped against some preconceived program.What is being focused
by ya is seen as part of a script, a step in the progressive unfolding of a program, a phase in a cycle. We have been able to
illustrate instances of each situation both in oral and written language.

In more technical terms, we may conclude that ya is a meta-discursive focal marker that anchors the event in a
programmatic mental representation. Besides the fact that it profiles a sequence over other contextual sequences, and
beyond being an apparently redundant marker strengthening temporal, aspectual or modal values expressed by other
markers in the utterance, ya introduces a dynamic relationship between the profile and the base. It imposes a meta-
discursive grounding operation that invites the hearer (or the reader) to see beyond the actual discourse space and to project
the event to a higher level (see Fig. 6), one that evaluates a profiled element according to some frame, script or program that
the speaker holds and that the hearer is supposed to share at the time of speech.

This programmatic base is often far more complex than the simple binary contrast between before and after. It does not
require the stages to be clearly delineated nor distinct fromone another, and various subroutinesmay be running at the same
time. The fact that ya embraces a wider scope explains why the stage it marks, e.g. ya veo ‘I see’, does not aprioristically stand
in temporal contrastwith an immediately preceding stage: it ‘positively’ holds regardless of whether the threshold is crossed
contrastively – at the expense of a ‘negative’ counterpart (e.g. ‘not seeing’) – or hyperbolically, i.e. with respect to a simple,
non-marked positivity (e.g. seeing without instantiating the setting).18 Whether there is discontinuity primarily depends on
the predicate, not on the presence of ya (pacem Resano, 2000). The idea of boundary crossing is present in both versions of
(81): by mapping the attribute value ser perceptible ‘be perceptible’ on a dynamic base, ya signals that the subject entity
efervescencia ‘effervescence’ is chosen en connaissance de cause, in connection with amilitary ICM. The inference that more is
to come operates independently from any specific expectation pattern on the part of the speaker, the hearer or the
inhabitants of the location.

81 La efervescencia militar era {ya / 1} perceptible.

‘The military effervescence was {already / 1} perceptible.’

18 Under this view, ya no ‘yet not/not anymore’ would yield a polarity reversal, from ‘positive’ to ‘negative’.
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By itself ya does not indicate whether the matter it highlights corresponds to a common or individual belief system, or
whether it comes as a surprise for any of the involved parties. What ya invariably adds to the picture, though, is a dynamic
perspective. This is rhetorically very handy since vague, movable and sliding boundaries allow for great flexibility and
different sorts of adjustments. Ya does not impose an absolute view, nor does it stringently orient towards any kind of clear-
cut inference. It indicates that a state of affairs is being conceived of in terms of progress and understood in relation to a
naturally or conventionally structured and oriented process. Example (821) is therefore particularly illustrative: this well-
known Spanish antiterrorist slogan appeals to both public opinion and to the terrorists. The stress ya bears in this marked
linear ordering leans on the intonation contour of the preceding element.

82

!

Basta ya!

Suffices yet

‘It’s enough now!’

What does the focus marker add to the ‘attainment of a culmination point’, a meaning already conveyed by the predicate
bastar ‘suffice’? It renders the message more consensual by showing awareness that there is no inherent endpoint to the
spiral of violence and that it takes some counterforce to stop it. At the same time

!

Basta ya! is less harsh than

!

Basta!, because
it does not refer to the endpoint in absolute terms, but gives way to possible disagreement as to the gravity and quantity of
the actions perpetrated by the separatist movement. In other words, the stage reached may be evaluated differently among
the citizens, depending on their ideas and on how well they are informed. Yet, all will understand that the process has gone
‘far enough’ and that the tolerance level should be put at the stage reached. Ya is thus a most effective argumentative tool!
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